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Abstract
Personal content from mobile devices is often irre-

placeable, yet current solutions for managing and syn-
chronizing this data across devices to ensure durability
are often limited. For example, one option is to use a
cloud storage service such as Dropbox to store a master
copy and then synchronize each device with this copy.
While common, this model is excessively rigid, forces
users to use more expensive cloud storage than is needed,
and is oblivious to the different costs of network access
by device and time of day. This paper proposes an alter-
native approach that uses storage on all of a user’s mo-
bile devices, home servers, and cloud storage accounts
to create a single unified personal storage system called
PSCloud in which data is automatically cached, repli-
cated, and placed to enable reliable access across all
devices while minimizing network access and storage
costs. This approach is based on a per-device network
context-graph that tracks connectivity relationships be-
tween a user’s devices and storage options over time.
Preliminary experiments show that combining such con-
text with techniques that exploit content similarity across
devices to make placement decisions can lead to substan-
tial reductions in cloud storage and network usage.

1 Motivation

Mobile devices have become the primary computing
platform for millions of consumers, with individuals of-
ten owning and using multiple devices such as smart
phones, tablets, and laptops. Moreover, these devices
are no longer used just to consume content, but also to
produce and modify personal content, such as pictures,
videos, and documents. The personal nature of this con-
tent makes it highly valuable to the individual—often
irreplaceable—meaning that it must be backed up to pro-
tect against device loss or theft, and its access enabled
across all of the user’s devices. This represents a signifi-
cant challenge given the increasing volume of a person’s

digital content, the limited storage capacity of mobile de-
vices, and the wide range of external storage options in
terms of connectivity and cost.

Most current approaches to addressing this problem
fall into one of two categories, neither of which is com-
pletely satisfactory. The first is for the user to replicate
and distribute their content across their devices manu-
ally. Doing so places the burden on users, forcing them
to track the location and state of their content, includ-
ing which copies have been modified and when. Histori-
cally, users could simplify matters by relying on a single
master copy of their content on a single device—often
their home desktop—and treating their mobile devices
as a cache, but the increasing number and prevalence of
mobile devices is making this option increasingly less
feasible. It also does not automatically solve the backup
issue.

The second approach is to use a cloud storage service
such as Dropbox, Google Drive, or Box to store a mas-
ter copy of the content, and then synchronize devices to
this cloud store. While often providing better durability,
it is not a panacea. For one thing, today’s cloud-based
synchronization is often an all or nothing proposition.
That is, a master copy of all data is expected to reside
in the cloud, and, with the exception of some domain-
specific solutions such as iTunes Match, either all of it is
synchronized with each device, or the user must manage
the data manually. Another issue is that cloud storage
applications typically ignore the cost of network access
completely. This can lead to less-than-optimal scenarios,
such as unexpected and excessive use of a limited cellu-
lar data plan to synchronize data.

In this paper, we propose an alternative vision of an in-
telligent personal storage cloud called PSCloud that can
automatically enhance the durability of a user’s personal
content and dramatically simplify its management. The
key aspects of the approach are as follows.
Uses Diverse Storage Assets. Our approach utilizes
the storage available on all of a user’s mobile devices,



Figure 1: Usage scenarios

cloud storage services, and home servers in a cost-
sensitive way. It provides a global namespace, but au-
tomatically replicates and distributes content across the
various storage options.

Performs Intelligent Content Management. The
mapping of content to storage is done intelligently based
on cost, capacity, and usage patterns. For example, our
approach preferentially uses storage owned by the user
on their mobile devices or home server over storage that
incurs additional costs such as cloud storage. It also
leverages usage context to optimize content placement,
that is, takes into account which files are accessed when
and on which devices.

Is Network Aware. Our approach recognizes that dif-
ferent types of storage are accessible through different
network interfaces (e.g., WiFi, cellular, Bluetooth) with
differing cost profiles at different times of the day. It
uses these different network connections in a cost effec-
tive manner by prioritizing storage nodes that can be ac-
cessed cheaply at a given time.

Exploits Content Similarity. Our approach leverages
content similarity across devices to enhance durability
and reduce data transfer. Specifically, it uses a cost
model that reflects the combined effects of storage cost,
network cost, and content similarity to make optimal
content placement decisions. Recent surveys [9], [13]
suggest that many households own multiple mobile de-
vices, and we postulate that there is a large degree of
similar content among those devices. If that similarity
can be efficiently and effectively tracked in an online
manner, it can provide an excellent source of ready-made
data redundancy for content backup, as well as reduce the
amount of network bandwidth needed.

To illustrate our goals, consider three different scenar-
ios in which a user’s mobile devices, home storage, and
cloud storage services might be connected using net-
works with greatly varying performance and cost char-
acteristics, as shown in Figure 1. In the “at home” sce-
nario at top left, all mobile devices and storage nodes
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Figure 2: PSCloud architecture

are accessible through a relatively low cost and high per-
formance WiFi network. In addition, there is plentiful
local storage available through the user’s home server.
In the “on the road” scenario at the top right, connec-
tivity is more limited; for example, the smartphone can
only communicate with cloud storage or a home server
through a cellular network that may charge based on
bytes transferred, while the tablet can only directly com-
municate with the smartphone using Bluetooth. Finally,
the “international travel” scenario at the bottom is an ex-
treme situation where high roaming costs force a user to
rely solely on local connectivity options such as Blue-
tooth between devices carried on the trip. The time-
dependent graph that encodes this connectivity between
all of a user’s devices and storage options is called the
network context graph. Given such a graph, we can
find times throughout the day when paths with the low-
est costs are available and can schedule content synchro-
nizations at such times to minimize cost. Alternatively,
we are also able to find the lowest cost path at any given
time to choose storage from among different options.

The remainder of this vision paper describes the archi-
tecture of PSCloud and provides preliminary results that
quantify some of the savings that can be expected from
its use.

2 Architecture

The architecture of PSCloud is shown in Figure 2 and
contains one or more mobile devices, cloud storage ser-
vices, and home storage servers along with a single co-
ordinator. Each of these element types have unique char-
acteristics.
Mobile devices. Are the only type of elements that can be
used to both store and consume content, and run compu-
tation. They have a fixed and moderate amount of stor-
age, and multiple connectivity options (WiFi, Cellular,
Bluetooth). They are also the most likely to be parti-
tioned from other elements.
Home/Office Servers. Can run computation and store
large amounts of data cheaply, but have a fixed upper
limit. They are always connected to cloud storage, but
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their connectivity to mobile devices depends on the net-
work context; low cost, high bandwidth connectivity is
available only if the mobile device is on the same local
network as the server.
Cloud Storage. Does not have a fixed storage capacity,
since user can pay to get more. The amount of storage
cost-effectively available may be more than mobile de-
vices, but less than home servers. Unlike mobile devices
or home servers, cloud storage elements cannot run any
computation.

The Coordinator. The coordinator is a distinguished
cloud server that can perform some computation and
store a small amount of state. The coordinator maintains
systemwide state that is used by all the elements. This
includes:
a) The elementDB is a list of all storage elements, their
network interfaces, and their cost functions. Storage ele-
ments are registered with the coordinator. The cost func-
tion for a storage element specifies the cost the user in-
curs for using a particular amount of storage on that ele-
ment. For elements with a fixed amount of storage, this
is a step function - zero cost until space is available, and
infinite cost thereafter. For cloud storage, the cost func-
tion represents the actual cost of storage tiers, e.g., zero
cost until 5GB, $10/month for the next 10GB, and so on.

b) The network context graph is a multigraph where the
vertices are storage elements, and the edges are network
links, e.g., Bluetooth, LAN, WLAN, WiFi, cellular, that
connect the storage elements as shown in Figure 1. The
network context graph changes over time, and represents
the state of connectivity of the user’s devices at a given
instant. Each network link is annotated with its estimated
bandwidth, and with a network cost function that speci-
fies the cost of the network based on the amount of data
transferred, e.g., a cellular network may have a monthly
cap of 2GB that is “free” with each subsequent GB cost-
ing $10, while a WiFi hotspot may have a fixed price
independent of the amount of data transferred.

The coordinator also maintains a historical availabil-
ity profile (avlprofile) for each edge in the graph. The
avlprofile tracks the probability that the edge is available
at different times of the day, separately for weekdays and
weekends. A periodic background task on each mobile
storage element reports network availability needed to
construct the avlprofile. Thus, no direct edge can exist
between storage elements such as cloud storage services
that do not have any ability to run compute. Using the
avlprofile, the PSCloud finds patterns in users’ everyday
lives of when they will have high speed, low cost access
to various storage nodes, e.g., when the user is likely to
be in the same local network as the home server.

c) The Summaries is a “master copy” of the PSCloud’s
global directory, file listings, and Bloom filters that sum-

marize the contents of each storage element, and the free
space on each element. The global directory list contains
infrequently changing file metadata such as name, type,
and permissions, and omits inode metadata that is likely
to change frequently, such as atime, ctime, and file size.
Each file may also be associated with a file access profile
(described below), and a dlist, a list of storage elements
which have a copy of the file. Both attributes are inher-
ited - files without a dlist or file access profile use the
closest ancestor value. The Bloom filters [3] for each
storage element contain hashes of the files the element
contains. They are used to make placement decisions
based on content similarity. When creating a copy of a
file, picking storage elements where similar files already
exist leads to significant reductions in network use. To
avoid the need for storage at the coordinator, it uses a
cloud storage node to store these summaries.

The Storage Client. The storage client runs on mo-
bile devices and provides the user with a frontend to the
PSCloud. It also performs several tracking and optimiza-
tion functions. Our current client implementation is a
Dropbox-like app for Android. Users explicitly enroll
the files they want the PSCloud to manage. Future im-
plementations may integrate the client into Android as a
native filesystem.

a) A copy of coordinator data structures is maintained by
each storage client structures so that file replication and
migration decisions can be made locally. These struc-
tures are lazily fetched by mobile devices, and lazily up-
dated by storage elements. Thus, it is possible for ele-
ments to have out-of-date copies. Such inconsistencies
are tolerable for the elementDB and the context graph
because they are used by the mobile devices simply as
hints, not as ground truth. For example, if the context
graph contains a storage element that is no longer ac-
cessible, the mobile device simply updates its local con-
text graph and recomputes the placement. However, for
directory and file data, inconsistencies are not accept-
able. For these, we follow the approach developed by
Coda [7]: resolve metadata inconsistencies transparently
to the extent possible, and notify the user of conflicts
that cannot be resolved automatically. Because the focus
is on providing a personal filesystem, the assumption is
that the user would use one device at a time, so we be-
lieve such a design is reasonable.

b) The File Access Profile, or faprofile is a summary of
how frequently the files in a directory (or a single file) are
read, modified, created, or deleted. faprofiles are main-
tained by a background task on each mobile device, and
allow the placement algorithm to compute the cost of var-
ious placement options more effectively. For example,
files that are read-mostly can be replicated on multiple
mobile devices without penalty. Frequently updated files
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may be preferentially backed up on cloud nodes with
good network connectivity rather than on home servers,
and infrequently accessed files may be ejected from mo-
bile devices to free up more space. The background task
that computes faprofiles also updates the Bloom filters as
needed.

The faprofile may also include a user specified vul-
nerability window, which is the interval of time the
file/directory may be retained on a single storage element
without a backup. A window of zero indicates that the
file must be synchronously updated. A longer window
allows the placement algorithm to use cheaper storage
and network options that may become available in the
future, based on the avlprofile.

c) The File Placement Algorithm’s goal is to determine
on which storage elements to place files so as to uti-
lize all available storage, minimize the total storage and
the network costs, and still respect the file’s vulnerabil-
ity window requirement. Using the various profiles de-
scribed above, fairly sophisticated placement algorithms
can be constructed, and we intend to explore them in fu-
ture work. Our current implementation uses a simple
scheme. If a non-local file is accessed from a mobile
device, it is fetched, and the summary data structure is
updated to reflect a new copy of the file. If more storage
is needed on a mobile device, infrequently accessed files
that have more than two copies are evicted.

When picking a storage element on which to place a
new copy of file, the edges of the context graph from
the current mobile device are examined, and the edge
that minimizes “cumulative cost” is picked. The cumu-
lative cost, defined as (NetworkCost(DataSize) + Stor-
ageCost(DataSize)) / Probability(Edge will occur within
vulnerability window), includes both network and stor-
age costs, and allows for network connectivity options
that occur in the future, but are within the file’s vulnera-
bility window. The DataSize is computed using content
similarity between the file and the potential target (using
the Bloom filters). Our current implementation only uses
single hop cost functions. Extending it to multiple hops
is left for future work.

3 Preliminary Results

We have performed initial measurements to evaluate the
feasibility of PSCloud and evaluate its possible bene-
fits. First, to examine realistic network context graphs,
we observed two users availability profile for one week
including what networks the users’ devices had access
to, and when these devices were co-located. One user
(User 1) had a WiFi-only Nexus 7 tablet and an Android
3G phone, and the other user (User 2) had a WiFi-only
Nexus 7 tablet and an FTP server on his home network.

Time T1 W P1 W P1 Cell T1 - P1 B T2 W T2 FTP
24 - 4 0.44 0.66 0.33 0.92 0.84 0.82
4 - 7 0.44 0.75 0.25 0.95 0.86 0.86
7 - 8 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.63 0.86 0.86
8 - 9 0.38 0.90 0.10 0.63 0.86 0.86

9 - 10 0.33 0.69 0.31 0.63 0.87 0.73
10 - 11 0.38 0.58 0.42 0.60 0.87 0.73
11 - 12 0.38 0.42 0.58 0.47 0.71 0.64
12 - 13 0.38 0.36 0.64 0.31 0.61 0.61
13 - 14 0.38 0.58 0.42 0.12 0.75 0.36
14 - 15 0.62 0.29 0.71 0.12 0.77 0.54
15 - 16 0.38 0.25 0.75 0.12 0.71 0.50
16 - 17 0.38 0.36 0.64 0.12 0.71 0.53
17 - 19 0.38 0.42 0.50 0.12 0.77 0.38
19 - 24 0.44 0.60 0.40 0.70 0.75 0.52

Table 1: Hourly network profiles.

Both users had WiFi networks at home and at the office.
The network context over the week is presented in Ta-

ble 1. For each of the six listed types of network-device
connectivity, the table gives the percentage of each time
window during which that connectivity was observed av-
eraged over five week days. Time intervals for which
similar results were observed are grouped together. The
“T1 W” column shows the average percentage for Tablet
1 (of User 1) had WiFi access; this tablet had WiFi ac-
cess less than 50% of the time for most time intervals.
This user’s Android phone was connected to a WiFi net-
work (“P1 W” column) more than to a cellular network
(“P1 Cell” column) during the night, but at certain times
of the day (11:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.), the phone was con-
nected to cellular network coverage more than 50% of
the time. The “T1 - P1 B” column shows (for each time
interval) the fraction of days during which this user’s An-
droid phone and tablet were within Bluetooth range of
each other.

The “T2 W” column shows the WiFi connectivity of
Tablet 2 (of User 2). The tablet had over 70% WiFi ac-
cess during all time intervals except 12:00 to 1:00 p.m.
The reduced WiFi access over the noon hour may reflect
the user’s tendency to step out for lunch with his tablet.
Finally, the “T2 FTP” column shows what fraction of the
time the user’s tablet was on the same WiFi network as
the user’s home server.

Next, we explore the traffic reductions possible by
tracking content similarity between a user’s devices. To
do so, we used the PSCloud’s Bloom filter implementa-
tion to compare the overlap between data stored on the
phones and laptops of two of our colleagues. The first
user had two laptops, one for personal use having 25GB
of data, and the other for work use with 135GB of data.
After comparing the content similarity at a page block
level, 10.9GB of the data on the two computers was the
same, that is, 43.6% of the smaller devices data was al-
ready contained on the larger device. The second user
had a phone with 4.5GB of data and a laptop with 65GB
of data. For this user, content similarity analysis revealed
that 4.3GB of data from the phone, over 95% of the con-
tent on the phone, was also present on the laptop. While
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far short of a representative study, these anecdotal exam-
ples strongly suggest that significant amounts of similar
content—movies, pictures, music, and documents—exist
on multiple devices owned by the same person or from
the same household. As long as this similarity is tracked,
there is no need to explicitly create a backup copy of data
that is already present on another device, thus leading to
substantial network savings.

Combining these results, we can estimate how much
savings in cloud storage and cellular network usage the
PSCloud could deliver. For example, assume a user has a
smart phone with 32GB of storage, a tablet with 128GB
of storage, and a home server with 1TB of disk. The
user could naively choose to back up the mobile devices
in an on-line cloud storage (160GB total). However, just
taking advantage of the content similarity (assume 40%),
51GB of the data on the tablet is already included on the
home server and 25GB of the data on the smart phone
is already included on the tablet (or home server). Thus,
only the remaining 74GB would need to be backed up
in the cloud storage. Furthermore, if we actively use the
home server to back up both of the mobile devices when
the devices are at the home wireless LAN and use the
tablet to back up the smart phone when away from home
but co-located and reachable by Bluetooth, the demand
for on-line cloud storage can be reduced to the size of
the new content created on the mobile devices that is so
critical that it cannot wait to be backed up on the home
server (or the other mobile device). This storage require-
ment would likely be satisfied by the introductory free
first tier of on-line cloud storage providers.

Finally, we evaluated the file access patterns on an An-
droid tablet over one month of usage. We found that
while some files were read and updated thousands of
times, 60% of the files (out of 750) were accessed 20
times or less.

4 Related Work

PSCloud is unique in its combination of the following
properties: a) a unified namespace that allows users to
transparently use storage across heterogenous backends,
some of which may be disconnected, b) automatic file
placement that leverages file access patterns, network
context, and storage costs to use multiple storage back-
ends in a cost-efficient way, and c) the use of content sim-
ilarity between data on multiple devices to reduce storage
needs and improve data availability. While past work in
distributed filesystems, P2P back up solutions, and cloud
storage services provides a subset of these properties, we
are not aware of any systems that provide them in com-
bination.

Cloud storage services such as Google Drive and
Dropbox provide a limited amount of free storage be-

yond which users can pay for additional capacity. They
provide a partial unified namespace by allowing users
to synchronize cloud data with their mobile devices on
a folder-by-folder basis. Data must be manually parti-
tioned by users into local vs. shared data. For shared
data, the cloud is the “master copy”, and storage across
all of a user’s devices cannot be utilized. Online backup
services such as MyBackup [2] and BullGuard [1] allow
users to backup selected content to cloud storage. How-
ever, there is no unified namespace across devices, nor
is there any ability to utilize storage from another de-
vice. Distributed filesystems such as AFS [6] and Glus-
terFS [11] allow the use of storage at multiple heteroge-
nous backends, but they do not support disconnected op-
eration. Filesystems such as Coda [7] do support dis-
connected operation, but they again require that the file
server act as a master copy. BlueFS [10] builds on tech-
niques developed in Coda to efficiently integrate portable
storage in an energy efficient way.

Peer-to-peer storage systems combine storage at mul-
tiple mobile devices to create a unified abstraction. For
example, Venti [12] is a network archival storage sys-
tem that provides a write-once repository that can be
shared by multiple client machines. It uses deduplica-
tion to ensure that each unique block is stored only once.
[14] combines Venti with DHTs to provide a P2P backup
solution. OceanStore [8] and CFS [5] are other P2P
archival storage systems that use DHTs. Pastiche [4]
is a P2P backup system in which peers utilize free disk
space on other machines. Nodes minimize storage over-
head by selecting peers that share a significant amount
of data. Finally, [?] presents a P2P storage system de-
signed specifically for dynamic collections of power-
constrained mobile devices on personal area networks.
It considers factors such as available power and storage
as well as pair-wise locality.

To our knowledge, none of the approaches described
above use contextual information about file access pat-
terns, network, and storage costs to automatically dis-
tribute files so as to optimize costs.

5 Conclusions

We have presented a vision of a context-aware personal
storage cloud called PSCloud that takes advantage of all
of a user’s devices as well as on-line cloud storage ac-
counts to provide a seamless and cost-efficient personal
storage and backup solution. We rely on context infor-
mation related to the network, storage nodes, and file us-
age in order to optimize where to place files and when.
Initial results indicate that the approach can result in
significant cost savings for the user, while providing a
higher-level abstraction and simplified content manage-
ment.
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